Secondary/FE: Sexting: Sending & Sharing Naked/Sexual Pictures Online

Home Learning
This stage is optional and provides suggested follow-on work to link the
topic to other associated topics through peer to peer awareness raising.
Associated topics:
Child sexual exploitation l Relationship abuse l Media influence l Peer pressure l Law l
Cyber-bullying l Mental Health & Well-being l Self-harm l Offences

Sexting: Peer Awareness Raising Task
 Young people can work alone or in groups to further research issues associated to ‘sexting’
 From the research findings they should chose a linked topic from the list above or one of their
own choosing
 They should design a way to raise awareness to other young people and inform them of key
messages and where/how to access information and support.
 Design ideas should be in a format that will appeal to other young people to ensure it is
engaging; be as adventurous and innovative as possible using mediums such as:
Presentations, video, music, song, poetry, social media, art, graphic design, drama
 Deadline should be set by the facilitator for students to present their work to their peers.

Task Sheet
The guidance outlines the task to support young people with research and planning to achieve a
focussed outcome; the sheet can be sent electronically or printed out.
Click here: Task Sheet

Taking the task a little further…
Design & Present: as suggested in the guidance above, the task can be used as a design and
learning exercise to provide a concept only outcome.
Or
Design & Social Action Project: the task could further challenge pupils to make their design a
tangible product to implement in your school/establishment.
Creating a social action project to be developed and embedded over a longer period of time.

Rock Challenge
Has your school considered participating in Rock Challenge?
This is a fantastic and rewarding opportunity to ‘perform a message’ to young
people and adults through music, dance and drama; giving participants a unique
opportunity to develop skills and grow in confidence.
To find out more visit the official website: Rock Challenge
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